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Safety vs. Confidence

Need to distinguish arguments about:

● A) why a (real, product, people-get-hurt) hazard risk is acceptably managed, e.g.
  - Why is this hazard sufficiently unlikely to occur?
  - How is this hazard mitigated if it did occur?

  VS.

● B) why there is sufficient confidence in the arguments and evidence of risk management, e.g.
  - Is that testing exhaustive?
  - Is that COTS experience representative of my usage context?
Time to Join AA

- AA - Arguers’ Anonymous

- First step in recovery is to admit:

  “My arguments and evidence are not perfect, they’re not proof, there are gaps and flaws in them”

  Possible addition: “… but I think they’re OK”

- Otherwise, there’s no issue of confidence to be argued
Two areas of Concern:

- The “Logic” isn’t **infallible**, e.g.:
  - Conclusion “The software will enforce Safety Property X”
  - (Sole) Supporting Claim: “The software has been developed to SIL 4”

  *or*

  - Conclusion “The software is safe within a system context”
  - (Sole) Supporting Claim: “The software satisfies its functional safety requirements”

- The Evidence isn’t **infallible**, e.g.:
  - Conclusion “The software will enforce Safety Property X”
  - Evidence: (Non-exhaustive) testing
Mind the Gap

Numerous factors may affect confidence:
- Assumptions made & scope drawn
- The “inductive gap”
- Trustworthiness of evidence
- Visibility of information
- Etc.

Having such uncertainty is normal and acceptable
As long as it is identified, understood and managed
Current Practice

- Many safety cases don’t recognise the distinction between safety arguments and confidence arguments

- **All** mixed together
  - Arguments of confidence alongside safety
  - E.g. “COTS component is acceptably safe” because “COTS component doesn’t exhibit failure mode Z” and “COTS component supplied by a trustworthy vendor”

- Transition from safety argument **to** confidence argument
  - Arguments of safety turn into arguments of confidence
  - E.g. “Software System will satisfy safety property X” because “Software developed to Development Assurance Level A”
Consequences of Mixing

- Arguments tend to become large and unwieldy
  - Too much information in one argument
  - Unnecessary material is sometimes included in arguments “just in case”
  - Voluminous, rambling, ad infinitum arguments
  - Arguments become difficult to review

- Weaknesses of argument are sometimes not evident
  - Easily overlooked
  - More difficult to spot incompleteness or poor structure in either

- Link between elements of the argument and risk is often lost
Difficulties are serious since they detract from the basic purpose of using safety cases.

Many of these problems with current practice in safety cases were highlighted by Haddon-Cave:

- Bureaucratic length
- Failure to see the wood for the trees;
- Disproportionality
- Compliance-only exercises
- Audits of process only

Safety Cases were intended to be an aid to thinking about risk but have become an end in themselves.
Clear Separation Required

- The safety argument documents the asserted arguments and evidence of risk reduction
  - **RULES:**
    - Everything cited in the safety argument should have a direct role as part of the causal chain to the hazard;
    - All claims in the safety argument must be claims about the system or parts, properties, or properties of parts thereof
    - Artefacts from system development (e.g. test reports and, by extension, their contents) may be referenced only as evidence or context

- The confidence argument documents the reasons for having confidence in the safety argument
  - **RULES:**
    - confidence argument claims must address (only) the structure of the safety argument (i.e. it’s not a free-for-all!)
Clear Separation Required

Safety Assurance Case

Confidence argument

Safety argument
Safety Arguments as Assertions

- (For non-deductive arguments) the recorded argument that ‘Hazard X is acceptably mitigated’ *because* ‘Safety Measure Z is sufficiently reliable’ is an ASSERTION
  - It’s ‘Say so’

- (For non-deductive arguments) the recorded argument that ‘Safety Measure Z is sufficiently reliable’ is evidenced by ‘Fault Tree Analysis Results’ is an ASSERTION

- The argument that declares ‘Hazard List’ is the relevant and appropriate context for the Risk Argument is an ASSERTION

- Safety Case Arguments are bags of ASSERTIONS
Assurance Claim Points

- These assertions could, and should, be debated
  - This is the role of the CONFIDENCE argument

- These ACPs correspond to three different types of assertion:
  - Asserted inference (ACP1)
  - Asserted context (ACP2)
  - Asserted solution (ACP3)
Confidence Argument

- Qualitative argument to demonstrate **sufficient confidence** in an assertion:
  - What grounds are there for believing the assertion
  - Residual uncertainties (assurance deficits) in the assertion have been identified
  - Residual uncertainties (assurance deficits) in the assertion are insufficient to cause concern

- Quantify?
  - If you can, do
  - However, confidence ‘problems’ with the safety argument will almost always relate to a qualitative omission of something
  - There is **no science** to the encoding of the impact of that omission in terms of a confidence value (where no *relevant* prior evidence exist it is merely an encoding of beliefs)
  - Encoding and quantification of beliefs doesn’t really help identify the real issue to be addressed (worse: it can obscure it)
Assurance Deficits

- Recognised assurance deficits = Something we don’t know (haven’t addressed in the case)
  - A known unknown
  - Potential source of counter evidence

- Increase assurance by addressing deficits
How much confidence is enough?

- Are the identified assurance deficits acceptable?
- Necessary to reason about the ‘consequences’ of deficit
  - … on the safety argument claims
- Which aspects of the claims (in the safety argument) are still assured, and which are not?
  - What are the worst implications of ‘not knowing’?

**Worst case:** uncertainty, when resolved, undermines (is counter-evidence for) your case

- When you check your blind spot, there’s a motorcycle...
- Considering the potential counter-evidence can help determine impact
Mitigating ADs

Example mitigations:

- Change the design of the system
  - e.g. adding a hardware backup when it is impractical to demonstrate with adequate confidence that software has the properties necessary to ensure system safety

- Change the system operation
  - e.g. by limiting the conditions under which the system is used

- Change the safety argument
  - e.g. adding an independent source of evidence

- Generate additional evidence for the confidence argument,
  - e.g. gather additional evidence about the effectiveness of previous similar safety arguments and evidence
How much confidence is enough?

* Are we moved to act?
  - When have we done enough mitigation?
  - Need some stopping criteria

* There will always be some residual ADs
  - Diminishing returns
  - Inevitably we consider Costs vs. Benefits
  - The effort should reflect the risk
    - That’s why understanding the effect of AD on the safety argument is so important
Confidence Argument Structure

What should the confidence argument contain?

- What grounds are there for believing this assertion?
- What are the assurance deficits associated with this assertion?
- Why are the residual assurance deficits believed to be acceptable?
Confidence Argument Structure

The residual assurance deficits are acceptable because...

1. Con1: {Identified residual assurance deficits at ACP}
2. SC3: Argument over each identified residual assurance deficit
3. CC3: Residual assurance deficits in {asserted inference at ACP} are acceptable
4. SC4: {assurance deficit} is acceptable
5. CC4: at least 1-of-2
6. CC5: Significant counter evidence associated with {assurance deficit} is sufficiently unlikely to exist
7. CC6: The sensitivity of the safety argument to the {assurance deficit} is acceptably low

It is not expected that any significant counter evidence exists in the assurance deficit ‘gap’

The effect of the assurance deficit on the safety argument does not warrant further mitigation.
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Confidence Argument Structure

- Similar arguments for asserted solutions and asserted context too
- But two aspects of confidence to consider
  - Trustworthiness
    - Concerns the integrity of the evidence (or context)
    - Is the evidence what it purports to be?
    - Relates to confidence in the evidence descriptive assertion
  - Appropriateness
    - Concerns whether evidence (or context) is appropriate for its role in the argument
    - Relates to confidence in the evidence results assertion
Confidence Argument Structure

ACP2
Sufficient confidence exists in (asserted solution at ACP)

Con2
(attributes of trustworthiness)

CC10
Sufficient confidence exists in the trustworthiness of (asserted solution)

CC11
Grounds exist to support the trustworthiness of (asserted solution)

CC12
Assurance deficits for (asserted solution); trustworthiness have been identified

CC13
Residual assurance deficits for (asserted solution); trustworthiness are acceptable

CC20
Sufficient confidence exists in the appropriateness of use of (asserted solution at ACP)

CC21
Grounds exist to support the appropriateness of use of (asserted solution at ACP)

CC22
Assurance deficits for appropriateness of (asserted solution at ACP) have been identified

CC23
Residual assurance deficits for appropriateness of (asserted solution at ACP) are acceptable

Trustworthiness
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Overall Confidence Argument

- Can assemble individual fragments of confidence argument to form an overall confidence argument
- Number of important concerns for overall confidence argument
  - Sufficiency may be more complex simple composition
    - Shortfalls in one part of the argument may be compensated by other parts
  - May be common underlying assurance deficits
    - Common modes of failure
  - May not be practical to argue confidence of every assertion
    - Selection and prioritisation of argument assertions required
Overall Confidence Argument

C1
Subject safety argument

G1
Sufficient confidence demonstrated in safety argument

S1
Argument over all argument assertions

G2
There is sufficient confidence that all asserted inferences are true

G3
There is sufficient confidence that all asserted solutions are true

G4
There is sufficient confidence that all asserted context is true
Example: Insulin Pump Safety Argument

- **DIP.A1**: Pump design documentation
- **DIP.A4**: Definition of adequately safe & routine use
- **ACP.A4**:
  - **DIP.G1**: Insulin pump is adequately safe for routine use
  - **ACP.A3**: Details of diabetic patient types & usage environments
  - **ACP.A1**:
    - **ACP.A3**: List of credible hazards
    - **DIP.S1**: Argument over credible hazards
    - **DIP.S1**:
      - **DIP.G2**: Risk of hypoglycaemia adequately mitigated
      - **DIP.G3**: Risk of hyperglycaemia adequately mitigated
      - **DIP.G4**: Risk of electric shock adequately mitigated
      - **DIP.G5**: Risk of infection adequately mitigated
      - **DIP.G6**: Risk of allergic reaction to materials adequately mitigated
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Pump Design (ACP.A1) Confidence Arguments

- Important because \textit{intent} defines …
  - scope of concern
  - The ‘view’ of pump to be adopted within argument

- Assurance Deficits for Appropriateness (Right Thing?)
  - Is the pump design an adequate reflection of pump \textit{as built}?
  - Is the pump design an adequate reflection of pump \textit{over the lifetime of each unit}?
  - Does the pump design link to user operating instructions?

- Assurance Deficits for Trustworthiness (Thing Right?)
  - Is the pump design document complete?
  - Is the pump design document free of ambiguity?
  - Is the pump design document internally consistent?
Development of Safety Argument
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For many safety critical industries, there are existing regulatory objectives, legislation etc:

Natural to expect the safety case to address these

Focus: Direct (Causal Chain) Arguments of Risk Mitigation

Compliance Argument

Confidence Argument

Safety Argument

Focus: Arguments of compliance with relevant standards, regulations and legislation

Focus: Arguments as to why to believe the Safety Argument

Arguments of compliance with relevant standards, regulations and legislation

Argues the adequacy of, Refers to

Cross-refers to, is demonstrated by

Cross-refers to, is demonstrated by
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Compliance Arguments

Compliance arguments can concern / be related to specific features of risk mitigation argument, e.g.:

- Risk Target
- Expected Risk Mitigation Features

Compliance Arguments can also concern matters of confidence, e.g.

- Suggesting the use of certain techniques or processes according to risk category, integrity level, or assurance level

Examples:

- IEC61508 Part 2 makes a clear distinction between between measure to avoid introducing systematic error (confidence) and measures to control any residual systematic errors (safety)
- DO-178B talks in terms of assurance levels (confidence) in the justification of the satisfaction of software requirements (safety)
Arguing compliance is not the same as arguing safety (or even sufficient confidence of safety)

However, there can be plenty of commonality
Summary

- Existing safety arguments can often be ‘flabby’
  - Everything including the kitchen sink thrown in
- Often poorly argued
  - “Why is this relevant to that?”
  - Use of a structured approach (e.g. Claims-Argument-Evidence or GSN) is no guarantee in itself
- Need to acknowledge the weakness of safety arguments
  - They’re not proof
- Discipline of separating safety from confidence important
  - There are simple rules for what is permissible in each argument
  - Issues of confidence are otherwise often poorly handled
  - Provides opportunity to simplify the safety risk arguments
- Compliance is a necessary third perspective
  - Again, can help recognise that ‘top claim’ is distinct from a ‘pure’ safety claim